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Observation of nonthermal turbulent electric fields in a nanosecond plasma
opening switch experiment

A. Weingarten, S. Alexiou, Y. Maron, M. Sarfaty, and Ya. E. Krasik
Faculty of Physics, Weizmann Institute of Science, Rehovot 76100, Israel

A. S. Kingsep
Russian Research Center ‘‘Kurchatov Institute,’’ Kurchatov Square, 123182 Moscow, Russia

~Received 15 December 1997!

Nonthermal turbulent electric fields due to plasma instabilities were studied in a 100-ns duration plasma
opening switch using observations of hydrogen line spectral profiles. The Ha and Hb widths were seen to rise
by 2–3 times during the current pulse, shown to result from the presence of nonthermal electric fields in the
plasma. The spectral profiles are analyzed using two recently developed methods based on short and interme-
diate time behaviors of the line profile Fourier transforms. One method gives the mean amplitude of the
nonthermal fields with no dependence on their frequencies. The second method uses calculations of the
autocorrelation functions for various field amplitudes and frequencies to yield bounds on these two parameters.
The field amplitude is determined to be 14.562.5 kV/cm, and the fluctuation frequency is found to be of the
order of the electron plasma frequency. Based on their high frequency, the oscillations probably result from
Langmuir waves, driven by the voltage drop on the plasma opening switch~POS!. The waves have no
significant effect on the POS operation, since they do not give rise to anomalous resistivity, and therefore have
no effect on the magnetic-field evolution. We obtain an upper limit for the amplitude of possible low-frequency
fields ~ion-acoustic waves!, that may give rise to anomalous resistivity, and estimate the resulting diffusion
velocity and current channel width. Both quantities are found to be much lower than the values observed in the
experiment, and the low-frequency field amplitude is much lower than the saturation limit predicted by pre-
vious theoretical treatments. This implies that in our experiment possible low-frequency waves have little
influence on the magnetic-field distribution.@S1063-651X~99!08901-1#

PACS number~s!: 52.70.Kz, 52.75.Kq
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I. INTRODUCTION

Nonthermal electric fields in short-duration curren
carrying plasmas strongly affect the electron collisiona
and the plasma interaction with the magnetic field. We
vestigated the electric fields developed in a 100-ns dura
coaxial plasma opening switch~POS! experiment. POS’s
were introduced as intermediate stages between pulse
erators and loads for prepulse suppression@1#, power and
voltage multiplication@2#, and improved coupling betwee
generators and high impedance loads@3#, on ns andms time
scales@4#, at multi-TW power levels. A large effort was in
vested in understanding and improving the switch perf
mance@5,6#. Plasma instabilities were suggested to affect
POS operation crucially by increasing the plasma resisti
and modifying the penetration of the magnetic field in t
plasma@7#. Simulations have shown that an anomalous
sistivity could enhance the magnetic-field penetration i
the plasma@8,9#. It was also shown that instabilities ma
increase the width of the current channel in the plasma,
affect the electron heating@10–12#. It was predicted@13# that
the ion-acoustic turbulence may play an important role in
POS physics. Observation of the presence of low-freque
electric fields with amplitudes up to 50 kV/cm in a micr
second duration POS, using Fabry-Perot interferometry
the Ha profile, was reported in Ref.@14# and recently in Ref.
@15#.

In this paper, we present observations of turbulent elec
fields in a POS of 100-ns duration. The fields are determi
PRE 591063-651X/99/59~1!/1096~15!/$15.00
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from the time-dependent Ha and Hb spectral profiles that are
spatially resolved in the radial and azimuthal directions. I
shown that during the current pulse both line profiles
dominated by the Stark effect, and are significantly bro
ened by nonthermal electric fields. Previous methods
study nonthermal electric fields in plasmas considered
effect of a single oscillatory field at a given frequency on t
line profile @16#, or assumed slowly varying quasistatic field
@17#. In this research, we apply two recently developed me
ods @18# to determine the amplitude and frequency of t
nonthermal electric fields in the plasma. The methods m
no assumptions about the field-amplitude probability dis
bution function or the time scale of the field fluctuations, a
thus can be applied to study various instabilities over a w
range of plasma parameters.

For both methods, short and intermediate time behav
of the level autocorrelation functions~AF’s! are calculated
and compared to the Fourier transforms of the obser
lines. In the first method, the short-time expansion of the l
AF’s in the quasistatic limit, which corresponds to the win
of the line profiles, is used to determine the electric-fie
mean amplitude. The calculation is independent of the fi
frequency or the precise probability distribution functio
The spectral profile measurements were extended to the
wings, giving a satisfactory accuracy in the determination
the field amplitude, as shown by the error analysis presen
In the second method, AF’s of both Ha and Hb due to a
single oscillatory field are calculated for various field amp
1096 ©1999 The American Physical Society
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FIG. 1. Schematics of the plasma opening switch and the spectroscopic diagnostic systems. The light emitted from the plasma is
using two optical systems into the spectrometers, enabling both axial and radial observations. The light from each spectrometer
dispersed using a cylindrical lens~CL! on an optical fiber bundle, leading to a set of photomultiplier tubes~PMT’s!.
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tudes and frequencies. Comparison to the experimental F
rier transforms of the two lines yields bounds on these t
field parameters. The results of the two methods are in g
agreement, and show the presence of instabilities in
plasma, with a typical frequency close to the plasma elec
frequency and with a field amplitude of 14.562.5 kV/cm.

The relatively high frequency of the fluctuations leads
to conclude that they result from Langmuir waves excited
fast electrons. The fast electrons can be accelerated eith
a cathode sheath, or as runaway electrons if ion-acou
anomalous resistivity occurs in the plasma. The Langm
waves are inefficient in transferring momentum to the io
and cannot give rise to anomalous collisionality. Therefo
the instability cannot account for the fast magnetic-field p
etration into the plasma observed in the experiment@19,20#,
suggested to occur according to the electron-mag
ohydrodynamics~EMHD! theory@10#, or for the width of the
current channel, observed to be much larger than the w
predicted by EMHD theory. We obtain an upper limit for th
amplitude of possible ion-acoustic waves, by determining
upper limit for the low-frequency electric fields, that mig
be obscured by the Langmuir waves. Estimates of
anomalous resistivity resulting from the ion-acoustic wav
show that it is too small to affect the current distribution
the plasma and, thus, the POS operation.

II. EXPERIMENTAL SYSTEM AND DIAGNOSTICS

This study was performed using the coaxial POS
scribed in Ref.@19#, shown in Fig. 1. A positive voltage
pulse~300 kV! is applied to the inner electrode by a 4 kJ, 1
V, water-line Marx generator, producing a 90-ns quart
period current pulse with 135610-kA peak current. The radi
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of the anode and cathode are 2.5 and 5 cm, respectivel
short circuit is used as an inductive load. Typical upstre
(I u) and downstream (I d) currents, measured by calibrate
Rogowski coils, are shown in Fig. 2~a!. Also shown is the
current through the POSI pos5I d2I d . The inductive voltage
drop on the plasma, calculated by VPOS5Ld (dId /dt) (Ld
is the downstream inductance! reaches a peak value o
50620 kV, as shown in Fig. 2~b!.

Two 1-m spectrometers, each equipped with a 24
grooves/mm grating, giving a spectral resolution of 0.06

FIG. 2. The POS characteristics:~a! the upstream (I u), down-
stream (I d), and POS (I pos) currents;~b! the POS voltageVpos.
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1098 PRE 59A. WEINGARTEN et al.
were used for the spectroscopic observations. The diagn
system, shown in Fig. 1, allowed for axial and radial obs
vation of the entire POS gap, using the mirrorsM1–M4 .
Two imaging systems were used. One system images a
angular section of plasma onto the spectrometer input
using the lensL1 . The second system images an annu
region of plasma using lensesL2 andL3 through an optical
fiber bundle, that transfers a circular array viewing t
plasma into a linear array, onto the spectrometer using
L4 . Shifting the shutter at the linear array side of the opti
fiber bundle allowed for different azimuths to be observ
with an azimuthal resolution of'4°. The resolution along
the radial direction in the axial observation measurement
1 mm, with similar axial resolution in the radial observatio
measurements. The light at each spectrometer output s
imaged through a cylindrical lens onto an optical fibe
bundle array, and transmitted to a set of ten photomultip
tubes, with a response time of 4 ns. The time-depend
spectral profile is recorded on a multichannel digitizer. T
light dispersion, determined by the cylindrical lens syste
was varied in the experiment from 0.2 Å/channel to 0
Å/channel, and was checked using narrow line calibrat
lamps. The measurements reported here are integrated
the line of sight.

A gaseous plasma gun, described in detail in Ref.@19#, is
installed inside the inner electrode and injects the plas
radially outward. For the investigation of the hydrogen lin
CH4 gas was used, and the plasma is composed of prot
hydrogen and carbon up to fourth ionization stage. T
plasma radial injection velocity was(1.560.5)3106 cm/s
with an axial divergence angle of'30°. The electron tem-
perature at the POS region, determined from CII and CIII

line ratios, and collisional-radiative~CR! calculations, was
261 eV.

The plasma density prior to the current pulse was de
mined from hydrogen line Stark broadening, and confirm
by microwave cutoff measurements. The Ha and Hb lines
were measured at several radial positions in the POS reg
with the Ha and Hb FWHM’s ~full widths at half the maxi-
mum! being 0.7560.1 and 0.8560.15 Å, respectively. The
linewidths were fitted to convolutions of Doppler~Gaussian!
with Stark broadened profiles@21# to yield the electron den
sity and hydrogen temperature, shown in Fig. 3. A qua
static approximation was used in these Stark calculatio
i.e., neglecting the effect of ion motion on the relevant tim
scales, which is the inverse of the line half-width at h
maximum~HWHM! in the frequency domain~of the order of
few ps!. For the Hb line, it is well known@21# that the qua-
sistatic approximation is adequate for our plasma parame
For the Ha line Doppler broadening dominates the broade
ing and, hence, inclusion of even the most dominant S
broadening mechanism~namely the ion dynamics@22#! af-
fect negligibly the results.

III. MEASUREMENTS

During the current pulse the Ha and Hb lines were mea-
sured at several radial positions betweenr 52.7 and 4.8 cm
~i.e., up to 0.2 cm from each electrode!. Both lines were
observed to broaden significantly during the current pu
followed by a decrease at later times. A typical tempo
tic
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behavior of the Ha and Hb FWHM, taken at the middle of
the POS region, is given in Fig. 4, where both linewidths a
seen to rise during the first 50 ns of the pulse to values hig
than the initial width by.2.5 times. The maximum widths
seen in this typical example are 1.960.2 and 2.360.3 Å for
Ha and Hb , respectively. The Hg line was also observed
and its width showed a similar temporal behavior. Howev
the Hg low intensity did not allow for a quantitative analysi

The temporal behavior of the widths shown in Fig. 4 w
observed at all radial and azimuthal positions, with the sh
to-shot irreproducibility at each position being615%. For
each line, the peak widths for different positions were simi
within 625%. The temporal behavior of the two linewidth
was similar at all positions within the shot-to-shot irrepr
ducibility of 610 ns.

Because of the relatively high accuracy of the line profi
required for the following analysis, we have verified that t
hydrogen line profiles are not affected by possible nea

FIG. 3. The electron density~a! and hydrogen temperature~b!
determined from the Ha and Hb profiles prior to the beginning of
the current pulse.

FIG. 4. Typical temporal behavior of the Ha and Hb widths
~FWHM! during the current pulse at the center of the POS g
(r 53.7 cm!. Similar behaviors are observed at all radii and a
muths.
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impurity lines. To this end, we observed the intensities
various lines of species suspected to contaminate the hy
gen lines~C II, CIII , N II , N III , and OII! and used collisional-
radiative calculations with the electron density and tempe
ture determined during the POS operation@19# to estimate
the line intensities of these species near Ha and Hb . No
impurity lines were found to be intense enough to affect
hydrogen line profiles.

In principle, an increase in the linewidths could res
from an increase in the plasma density or in the hydro
velocities. To rule out the possibility of density increase,
have performed local density measurements based on io
tion times of particles with low ionization potential@19#,
such as LiI, Mg I, and BaII. These measurements utilize
laser evaporation of materials deposited on the inner e
trode strips, to achieve axially local observations. It w
shown that the plasma density did not increase from its
tial value during the times of interest~up to.80 ns after the
current pulse application!. Note that the observed width
cannot be explained only by an increase in the electron d
sity, since the Hb width is affected more by thermal Star
broadening than the Ha width. In order to obtain an Ha
FWHM of 2.2 Å by thermal Stark broadening at 1-eV tem
perature, an electron density ofne'1016 cm23 @22# is re-
quired, while a Hb FWHM of 2.2 Å results fromne'1.2
31015 cm23 @23#. The electron impact contribution in ou
plasma parameters is only a minor correction even to thea
Stark width~primarily determined by ion dynamical effects!,
hence the linewidths are insensitive to the electron temp
ture.

An increase in the hydrogen Doppler width, on the oth
hand, will have a more pronounced effect on Ha than on Hb ,
due to its longer wavelength. However, the hydrogen te
perature cannot change appreciably during the current pu
At our low density and short-time scale, the most efficie
process in transferring momentum to the hydrogen atom
resonant charge exchange with protons, which can gain
ergy during the current conduction. For energies in the ra
of a few tens of eV, the rate for this process isG<2
31028 cm3 s21 @24#. Since the proton density was estimat
to be np<731013 cm23 @19#, only a fraction of Gnpt
<7% of the hydrogen atoms can acquire higher veloc
than their initial one duringt550 ns.

Alternatively, the hydrogen velocities could increase i
substantial fraction of the hydrogen atoms would have b
replaced by fast hydrogen. Fast hydrogen can be produ
by charge exchange processes in the dense plasma fo
near both POS electrodes@19# very early in the pulse. In
order to account for the almost simultaneous width incre
at all radii, the hydrogen radial velocities should have be
as high as 53107 cm/s. To this end, we verified, using radi
observation measurements of the hydrogen Doppler sh
that no hydrogen at such velocities is supplied during
pulse. We therefore conclude that Doppler broadening c
not significantly increase during the pulse. The effect of
magnetic field on the hydrogen line profiles was evalua
using measurements of the time-dependent magnetic-
distribution in the plasma@19,20#, and was found to be smal
Optical thickness effects were also estimated to be ne
gible. We therefore conclude that the hydrogen line bro
ening during the pulse is due to nonthermal electric fields
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Sec. IV we describe the determination of the amplitude a
frequency of these fields.

IV. SPECTRAL LINE ANALYSIS FOR THE
DETERMINATION OF THE NONTHERMAL

ELECTRIC FIELDS

A. General considerations

Generally, in calculating Stark broadened line shapes,
considers the evolution of the emitter wave-functions un
random electric field,

E~ t !5E~ t,@a#!, ~1!

where @a# is a set of random variables, solves the tim
dependent Schro¨dinger equation for the evolution operato
U(t),

dU~ t !

dt
52

ı

\
V~ t !U~ t !, ~2!

and averages over the random variables.
For the thermal case,V(t) is usually a dipole interaction

2d•E(t), whered the dipole operator andE(t) is a time
varying electric field.E(t) is a sum of the Debye-shielde
fields produced by individual plasma particles, and@a# con-
sists of particle velocities, impact parameters, times of cl
est approach, and angles@21,25#. Many ways were proposed
for treating the dynamical effects of the plasma partic
@23,26–29#.

In the nonthermal case, generally neither the functio
form of E(t) nor the parameters@a# and their distribution
functions are known. Thus, simple models have been u
such as@16# E(t)5Epcos(vpet1fp), wherevpe is the elec-
tron plasma frequency, or@30# E(t)5Re(kEkexp@2i(Vk
1igk)t#, where Re denotes the real part,Vk is the fluctuation
frequency of the field componentEk , andgk is its phase. An
averaging over the phase, direction, and field amplitude
performed in a perturbation-theory treatment that assu
weak interactions. Diagnoses of turbulent plasmas have
lized peculiar features of the line profiles, such as satell
@16# or dips @31#. The results of such analysis are mod
dependent, and may not be valid in the general case, par
larly if broadband turbulence is present.

A variant of the standard thermal approach that calcula
the line profile assuming that the electric field is quasista
is also attractive for the nonthermal case@17,32–34#, since it
makes no assumption on the functional formE(t), and only
requires a knowledge of the electric microfield probabil
distribution function~PDF! W(E). However, a quasi-static
treatment for some type of electric field implies a memo
loss~loss of coherence! of the electron wave function that i
much faster than the time scale of the field fluctuations@21#.
In other words, the collisional lifetime of the level, which
the inverse of the Stark width, is shorter than the field var
tion time. This requirement is especially restrictive for lin
such as Ha , that have a Stark component that is unaffec
by quasistatic fields in the linear Stark-effect approximatio
and will have a very long collisional lifetime. Therefore,
quasistatic treatment for the turbulent fields cannot be u
for the entire line profilein low density plasmas, as in ou
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POS experiment, where the unshifted component broade
due to electron collisions is not large enough. Also, the q
sistatic treatments usually assume a Gaussian field PDF
ther isotropic~three-dimensional! or anisotropic, which oc-
curs at a developed level of turbulence. Such a functio
form may not be correct for any turbulence parameters@35#.

In this study, the line shapes are analyzed by two in
pendent methods, that we briefly presented in Ref.@18#. We
make no assumptions on the origin of the fields, the ex
form of their PDF, or their time scales. The only assumpt
is that the field length scale is significantly larger than
atomic length scale, so that the field can be regarded as
tially constant over the entire wave-function. Both metho
employ the time behavior of the observed line Fourier tra
form, which is the experimental autocorrelation functio
The AF, denoted byC(t), is a linear combination of prod
ucts of the evolution operatorsU(t) of the atomic levels
@36#. Using C(t) in the present analysis has distinct adva
tages over employing the usual line profileL(v). Since the
observed widths greatly exceed the thermal widths,
thermal-nonthermal coupling can be neglected. Theref
AF’s due to different broadening mechanisms can be sim
multiplied to give the total AF~see the Appendix! instead of
the convolution required for analysis performed in the f
quency domain. Using the time domain also enables ea
identification of the different mechanisms that affect t
broadening. In addition, the use ofC(t) is also advantage
for the ‘‘typical’’ field analysis~given in Sec. IV D!, since it
allows for using the AF ofa single configuration (monochro
matic) electric fieldto evaluate the ‘‘typical’’ electric field
amplitude and frequency without requiring the details of
field distribution functions~in amplitude and frequency! that
are essential to construct a line profile in the frequency
main.

B. Determination of ŠE2
‹

In this section we evaluate square of the electric fi
^E2&, regardless of the field frequency, using the meth
described in Ref.@18#. The complete derivation of the for
mulas is given in the Appendix. The method makes use
the fact that the line wings are affected by interaction tim
shorter than the ones affecting the line center, and that
short enough times~far enough at the wings! any line can be
treated within the quasistatic approximation. For Ha this im-
plies that we use the parts of the profile that receive onl
small contribution from the unshifted component. In the qu
sistatic approximation, the Stark part of the AF of a linei
with a linear Stark effect can be written as the sum of theNi
Stark shifted components:

Ci~ t !5E dE W~E!(
k50

Ni

Lk
i cos~ksEt!, ~3!

whereW(E) is the field PDF,s51.5eao /\ (e is the electron
charge andao is the Bohr radius!, and (k50

Ni Lk
i 51. In the

limit of short times, for pure nonthermal fields, we use in E
~3! the sum expressions for Ha and Hb @Eqs.~A3! and~A4!
in the Appendix# and expand the cosines to obtainCa(t)
→122s2t2^E2& and Cb(t)→12 62

3 s2t2^E2&, where ^E2&
5*dE W(E)E2. These values do not depend on the ex
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form of W(E), except for the requirement that for larg
fields W(E) decays fast enough for̂E2& to be finite ~in
contrast to the thermal case!. This is believed to be the cas
for plasma turbulence, and our requirement is weaker t
the Gaussian behavior frequently assumed forW(E) @17,33#.
Hence, if the measurements enable us to determine a
rately the short-time part of the AF, they provide adirect
measurement of̂E2&.

For the case of both thermal and nonthermal fields, an
Doppler width, all having isotropic probability distributio
functions, and assuming there is no correlation between th
so that a convolution can be performed, we obtain the sh
time behavior~see Appendix!

Ci~ t !512 (
k50

Ni

Lk
i F5

2
~ksEHt !3/21

t2

2

3S k2s2^E2&1
kBTvo

2

Mc2 D 1O~ t3!G ~4!

whereEH is the Holtsmark field,vo is the unperturbed fre-
quency of the line,T is the hydrogen temperature~or Dop-
pler broadening!, M is its mass, andc the speed of light.

In principle, for very short times, thet2 term can be ne-
glected and the Holtsmark field~and therefore the density!
can be calculated from the limitt→0 of:

EH5„12Ci~ t !…2/3~ 2
5 !2/3~st!21F (

k50

Ni

Lk
i k3/2G22/3

. ~5!

However, the determination the Holtsmark field from t
short-time behavior ofC(t) requires an accurate measur
ment of very short times, so that the Doppler and nonther
Stark terms in Eq.~4! would be negligible. This implies an
observation over a large spectral window that was not p
sible in our experiment because of the low light intensity
the line wings.

We also note that even in the absence of a nonther
field, observation over a large spectral window is required
order to use Eq.~5!, since the thermal field has high
frequency components~above the electron plasma fre
quency! and the line wings are proportional tov25/2. Since
the nonthermal fields in our experiment are much stron
than the thermal fields, the AF decays faster in time and
determination of the field amplitude requires information
the line profile sections closer to its center.

In the case where the thermal field is known or can
neglected, one can divide the experimental AF by the th
mal Stark AF@see Eq.~A14! in the Appendix#, and obtain an
equation for the nonthermal field. For smallt, so that contri-
butions from higher orders may be neglected, but not
small so that the thermal Stark contribution in Eq.~4! can be
neglected,̂ E2& is given by

^E2&5F 2

t2
„12C̃i~ t !…2

kBTvo
2

Mc2 G Fs2(
k50

N

Lk
i k2G21

, ~6!

whereC̃i(t) is the experimentalCi(t) divided by the thermal
Stark AF. The value of̂ E2& should be determined from
times that the AF can still be treated within the quasista
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approximation, i.e., times considerably shorter than the fi
fluctuation time scale. The minimal time of the field fluctu
tions is the inverse of the maximal field frequency, i.e.,
electron plasma frequencyvpe, which is 1.8 ps for our ex-
periment.

Figure 5 presents the analysis of typical Ha and Hb line
profiles obtained atr 53.5 cm andt570 ns, where the line-
widths were maximal. In the figure we have plotted for ea
of the two lines the quantitiesR[@12C̃(t)#/bs2t2 and
^E2&5R2(1/2bs2)(kBTvo

2/Mc2) versus t, where b
[ 1

2 (k50
N Lk

i k252 for Ha , andb5 62
3 for Hb . The 2-eV tem-

perature of hydrogen and the density of 131014 cm23, de-
termined prior to the beginning of current pulse is used in
calculations. The times used to determine^E2& aret.0.5 ps
andt.0.2 ps for Ha and Hb , respectively~the time required
for Hb is shorter than for Ha because of its larger Star
shifts!. The resulting^E2& values are 227 kV/cm2 for Ha
~solid line! and 207 kV/cm2 for Hb ~dotted line!, i.e., giving
an agreement of'10%. In these times the thermal Sta
C(t)’s drop only by 1% and 3% of the nonthermal Sta
C(t)’s for the Ha and Hb lines, respectively, and therefore
affects the results very little.

If the temperature is not known, Ha and Hb can be treated
self-consistently to yield botĥE2& and T. For the example
given in Fig. 5, such a procedure gives^E2&5200 kV/cm2

and T53.7 eV. It is seen that the difference between
values^E2& determined by the self-consistent analysis a
the values obtained in Fig. 5 are small, and within the er
bars discussed in Sec. IV C. The hydrogen temperature
ferred has a large relative error~with respect to the 2.0
60.3-eV value!, which evidently results from the fact tha
the Doppler contribution to the line profile in this example
much smaller than that of the nonthermal fields.

C. Error analysis

In order to verify whether the accuracy in the determin
tion of the experimental AF is sufficient to allow for a rel
able determination of̂E2&, an error analysis was performe

FIG. 5. Determination of̂ E2& from the short-time behavior o
the autocorrelation functions,C(t), of Ha and Hb lines att570 ns,
and r 53.5 cm. The solid line isR ~defined in the text! calculated
from the experimentalC(t) for Ha , and the dashed line iŝE2&
obtained fromR by subtraction of the Doppler contribution. Th
dotted and dash-dotted lines areR and ^E2& for Hb , respectively.
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Let L(v) denote the experimentally measured profile, and
the true profile beL(v)1dL(v). Let Ce(t) and Ct(t) de-
note the experimental and ‘‘true’’ AF’s, respectively, i.e.,

Ce~ t !5

E eıvtL~v!dv

E L~v!dv

,

Ct~ t !5

E eıvt@L~v!1dL~v!#dv

E @L~v!1dL~v!#dv

. ~7!

The relative errorDC(t) in the quantity 12Ce(t), from
which ^E2& and T are determined@and are linear in 1
2Ce(t)], is DC(t)5@Ct(t)2Ce(t)#/@12Ct(t)#. The rela-
tive error may be expressed as

DC~ t !5
r 0@r 1~ t !2Ce~ t !#

12Ce~ t !1r 0@12r 1~ t !#
, ~8!

where

r 1~ t !5

E eıvtdL~v!dv

E dL~v!dv

~9!

and

r 05

E dL~v!dv

E L~v!dv

. ~10!

Here r 0 is a measure of the accuracy of the experiment,
integrated error-to-signal ratio, wherer 1 , the Fourier trans-
form of the error, represents the error spectrum.

For short times,Ce(t) is a number close to unity, and s
is r 1 , while r 0 is usually a small number. Hence, in the fin
expression forDC @Eq. ~8!#, the numerator is the product o
two small numbers, while the denominator is a sum of t
small numbers. However,r 0 , which could in principle be
negative, is usually a higher order correction. In practice
order to obtain a small relative error one needsr 0@1
2r 1(t)#!12Ce(t).

There are two main sources of error in the experime
The first comes from the limited spectral window observe
which imposes a cutoff at a certain frequency, and thus p
duces a missing frequency range~MFR! in the Fourier trans-
form. The second source is uncertainties in the experime
spectrum due to noise, in our case electrical~rf! and shot
noise. Other sources of errors, including the numerical p
cedure to obtain the AF from the line profile that is based
a Filon integration, do not introduce significant addition
errors.

In our experiment, the maximal spectral window observ
in a single shot was up to 4 Å from the line center for Ha and
up to 6 Å for Hb . The maximal MFR error in a single sho
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1102 PRE 59A. WEINGARTEN et al.
can be evaluated by assuming that we have measured the
profile up to a frequencyÃ. In this caseL(v)5L(v)u(Ã
2uvu) anddL(v)5dL(v)u(uvu2Ã), whereu(uvu2Ã) is
the Heaviside function. Since the largest relative error occ
when the wings have the slowest decrease with frequency
us first assume that the profile outside the observation w
dow decreases as in the thermal~Holtsmark! case, i.e.,
dL(v)5Auvu25/2 for uvu<Ã. From continuity, A
5Ã5/2L(Ã).

Assuming an Holtsmark behavior of the wing
gives a maximum value for r 0 : r 05„2uÃu@L(Ã)
1L(2Ã)#…/@3*2Ã

Ã L(v)dv# and gives the relative error
shown by the dash-dotted lines in Figs. 6~a! and 6~b!. For the
typical time used in Sec. IV B for the determination of^E2&
from Ha , the relative error in a single shot can be as large
60% at t50.5 ps@Fig. 6~a!#. For Hb , we obtain a relative
error of 9% att50.2 ps@Fig. 6~b!#.

By the definition ofL(v) anddL(v) the error in the line
profile dL(v) due to the MFR is always positive, makingr 0
positive. SinceCe drops more slowly thanr 1(t), for short
enough times,r 0@12r 1(t)# could be the dominant term in
the denominator ofDC @Eq. ~8!#. As a result the relative
error can reach 100% att50 @r 1(t),CE in the numerator of
Eq. ~8!#. This is expected since the lack of data at frequ
cies aboveÃ preclude obtaining information att50. How-
ever, as bothCe and r 1(t) decrease at longer times, ther 0
factor ~which is ,1! makes the 12Ce(t) term the dominant

FIG. 6. The relative error in 12C(t) determined from the short
time behavior of the AF’s for~a! Ha and ~b! Hb . The dot-dashed
lines are the MFR errors assuming a Holtsmark tail for frequen
above the single-shot spectral window, and the dashed lines ar
MFR with the empirical extrapolation formula given in the tex
The dotted lines are the error due to the positive noise amplit
~using the top of the data points error bars!, and the solid lines are
the sum of the noise and extrapolated MFR errors.
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one in the denominator. The relative error is then

DC5
r 0@r 1~ t !2Ce~ t !#

12Ce~ t !
. ~11!

The key question is whether 12Ce(t) drops fast enough to
become the dominant term in the denominator at times
preserve the validity of the quasistatic assumption and
short-time expansion of the AF. This clearly depends on
quality of the experimental profile, namely,r 0 , and the fol-
lowing error analysis shows that satisfactory accuracy
also be obtained for Ha if measurement of shorter times
performed.

In order to reconstruct the line wings away from the li
center, we have performed measurements with the spe
window shifted from the line center. The experimental li
profiles were fitted with an empirical function of the form
L(l)5A@11cl5/2#21exp„2a@al/(11bl)#…, that has the
asymptotic behavior of the Holtsmark field PDF at lar
wavelength shifts from the line center. This empirical profi
drops faster than in the Holtsmark case assumed above,
therefore, gives a much smaller relative error. With the
profiles as the MFRdL(v), the error resulting from the
MFR does not exceed 25%, as shown by the dashed line
Figs. 6~a! and 6~b!.

As stated above, the second source of error is noise. N
the line center the number of photons is large, the nois
dominated by shot noise, and the signal-to-noise ratio is r
tively large. Toward the wings, the photon number d
creases, and the noise becomes dominated by the elec
noise. Thus the observation of the far line wings, in order
reduce the MFR error, is limited by the electrical noise.

To estimate the error due to noise in the experiment,
have evaluated the maximum noise amplitude, based on
electrical and shot noise for each section of the line profi
We then defined a noise level function that depends
wavelength that decreases with wavelength displacem
from the line center until it becomes constant. Calculatio
of the error according to Eq.~12! were performed using this
noise level function fordLN(v) added to the data points
This calculation, that uses the tops of the error bars of e
of the data points, gives a line profile broader thanL(v).
The results of this procedure are shown by the dotted line
Figs. 6~a! and 6~b!. The solid lines in these figures are th
total error~noise plus MFR!, calculated using the additivity
of r 1 and r 0 :

r 1~ t !5

E dLMFR~v!eıvtdv1E dLN~v!eıvtdv

r 0E L~v!dv

. ~12!

The total relative errors in the determination of 12C(t) are
smaller than 25% for both Ha and Hb .

Since the noise is also negative, we have performed s
lar calculations with a negativedLN(v) in Eq. ~12!, with the
same noise amplitude, i.e., using the bottoms of the error
of each of the data points. The results for Ha and Hb are
shown in Figs. 7~a! and 7~b!, respectively. The noise erro
~dotted lines! is now positive and cancels part of the MF
error ~dashed lines!, resulting in a total relative error<20%.
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We note that these relative errors are in fact an upper l
since our treatment considered the maximum noise am
tude.

D. Typical-field analysis

In order to obtain an estimate of the electric-field fluctu
tion frequency and to examine further the results given
Sec. IV B, we performed calculations of the AF’s for Ha and
Hb by solving the Schro¨dinger equation for the contributio
of an oscillatory field with a given amplitude and frequenc
Such a monochromatic field represents a single realizatio
the stochastic microfield distribution in the plasma. LetC̄(t)
denote the contribution of this oscillatory field to the A
C(t) @C(t) is obtained by averaging over manyC̄(t)’s due
to different realizations of the stochastic fieldE(t) @36##.
EachC̄(t) is unity at t50, decreases for short and interm
diate times, and oscillates for long times. For long tim
contributions from different realizations have random pha
and the averaged AF decays to zero. Here we compare
experimental AF to calculatedC̄(t)’s for short and interme-
diate times~thus avoiding the averaging required to reco
struct a line profile! in order to obtain bounds on the typic
field amplitude and frequency. Although such a comparis
neglects the distribution functions of the electric fields,
gives bounds for the typical nonthermal field amplitude a
frequency. However, such a single realization cannot be u

FIG. 7. The relative error in 12C(t) with negative noise am-
plitude ~using the bottom of the data points error bars! for ~a! Ha

and ~b! Hb . The dashed lines are the extrapolated MFR error,
dotted lines are the error due to the noise, and the solid lines
their sums.
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to construct a line profile, sinceC̄(t) of a single realization
does not decay to zero at long times and its Fourier transf
will almost be ad function. Hence the analysis performed
this section cannot be done in terms of line profiles, since

linewidth is not simply the inverse of the decay rate ofC̄(t).
In what follows, we will refer to the ‘‘amplitude’’ and

‘‘frequency’’ of the typical oscillatory field, although in the
plasma both are stochastic quantities. This is to be un
stood in an average sense, since the mean values of the
field amplitude or frequency should be similar to those
that typical field that is found to give an AF similar to th
experimental one. A more accurate determination of the fi
parameters based on averaging over stochasticC̄(t)’s re-
quires further assumptions on the distribution functions
the field amplitude and frequency. Such an analysis was
performed in the present paper.

A lower bound on the fluctuation frequency of the fie
can be readily obtained by noting that Ha , having a strong
unshifted component, is much less sensitive to quasist
fields than Hb . A quasistatic nonthermal field will result in
much larger width for Hb than Ha , in contradiction to the
experimental results. Hence, for explaining the fast decay
the Ha AF ~i.e., the Ha large width!, a nonquasistatic field is
essential. Since the thermal-field effects on Ha are negligible
in our case, the turbulent field can be considered quasis
if its frequency is much lower than the experimental HWH
of the line @21#, which in our experiment is about 331011

Hz. Therefore, fields with a fluctuation frequency less th
V'331010 Hz can be considered quasistatic, and thus
field fluctuation frequencyV in our experiment must excee
this value@we have verified that forV5331010 Hz, C̄(t) is
practically identical to that obtained for zero frequency f
the field amplitudes considered#. The upper limit for the fre-
quency of the instability is the electron plasma frequen
thusV has to be in the range 331010 Hz<V<631011 Hz.

For an electric field that cannot be assumed to be qu
static, the field fluctuation frequency has an important eff
on the decay rate ofC̄(t). For the same field amplitude, th
higher is the fluctuation frequency the slower the decay
C̄(t). This can be seen from the Schro¨dinger equation for the
evolution operator@Eq. ~2!# that determinesC̄(t). Suppose
that a field of a certain amplitude and a frequencyV0 that is
close to the quasistatic limit causesU(t) ~that is unity att
50) to drop appreciably at a timet.V0

21 . A field of the
same amplitude, but with a higher frequencyV.t21, will
causeU(t) to drop a little during the short timeV21. After
this time,V(t)52d•E(t) changes sign andU(t) starts in-
creasing. This results in oscillations close to unity, and the
fore in a slower net decay ofC̄(t). For a given field fre-
quency, a stronger field would result in a faster decay of
C̄(t). The above considerations would also apply to therm
broadening. However, in the thermal case the field amplit
and the fluctuation frequency are not independent.

The dependence of the Hb profile on the turbulent field
amplitude and frequency is different from that of Ha because
of the absence of the unshifted component for Hb . There-
fore, employing this typical field analysis to both lines a
lows for a determination of both the typical amplitude a
frequency. However, for our frequency range and for theb
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widths observed, the Hb profiles are rather insensitive to th
field frequency. This allows the field amplitude to be det
mined from the Hb profile with little dependence on the fre
quency.

In order to estimate the typical field parameters in o
experiment, we have calculatedC̄(t) with a field of the form
E(t)5(E0 /A2)3@cos(Vt)x̂1sin(Vt)ŷ1cos(Vt1f)ẑ# for
variousV’s in the range determined above. The phasef was
added to make the electric field three dimensional. T
choice of the phase is rather arbitrary, and as long as it is
close to 0 orp/2 the results are insensitive to its exact val
for short and intermediate times~in the calculations pre-
sented here,f50.2!. E0 , the value ofE(t) at t50, is ex-
pected to be similar to value ofAE2 determined in Sec. IV B.
With this electric field as a perturbation, the Schro¨dinger
equation was integrated numerically, using the method
Ref. @37#.

Figure 8 shows the results of calculations ofC̄(t) for Hb ,
and the experimental AF used for the calculation given
Sec. IV B. In each figure the solid lines are the experimen
nonthermalC̃(t) ~defined in Sec. IV B!, obtained by dividing
the experimentalC(t) by the thermal one. In the calcula
tions, the plasma density was assumed to be 131014 cm23

and the hydrogen temperature 2 eV. Also shown areC̄(t)’s
calculated for field amplitudes ofE057 kV/cm ~dashed
lines!, 14.5 kV/cm~dotted lines!, and 20 kV/cm~dash-dotted
lines!, for four field fluctuation frequencies: 331010 Hz @Fig.
8~a!#, 131011 Hz @Fig. 8~b!#, 331011 Hz @Fig. 8~c!#, and
631011 Hz @Fig. 8~d!#, the highest frequency beingvpe. It
can be seen that for the frequencies considered here,C̄(t) for
Hb is rather insensitive to the fluctuation frequency of t
field at short and intermediate times, i.e., untilC̃(t) dropped
considerably from unity, at a time about 2 ps. Fort&1 ps the
C̄(t)’s for a field amplitude of'14.5 kV/cm match the ex-
perimentalC̃(t) at all the frequencies considered. This res
is in good agreement with the result obtained in Sec. IV
where the field amplitude was determined to beA^E2&
514.562.5 kV/cm, although the times used here are sign
cantly larger~in Sec. IV B, times of&0.2 ps were used fo
Hb). For longer times, the experimental AF decays m
slowly and fits the calculations with fields of smaller amp
tude between 8 and 11 kV/cm for frequencies of 331010 and
631011 Hz, respectively.

Figure 9 shows the experimental nonthermalC̃(t) and the
calculatedC̄(t)’s for Ha at the same field parameters us
for Hb . It can be seen that at short times~for Ha the short
times aret&2.5 ps! the C̄(t)’s of fields with amplitude of
14.5 kV/cm, for all frequencies, are closer to the experim
tal AF. At short times, the field with amplitudeE0520
kV/cm causeC̄(t) to decay faster thanC̃(t), while the field
of E057 kV/cm results in too slow a decay. This result
expected since, based on the observed Ha width, for all the
frequencies considered here these short times are close t
quasistatic limit, which was used in Sec. IV B, and yield
A^E2&514.562.5 kV/cm.

We will now use the intermediate times for Ha (4 ps<t
<8 ps! to obtain an estimate of the typical field fluctuatio
frequency. At the low frequencies@331010 and 131011 Hz;
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FIG. 8. The experimental nonthermal AF~i.e., the experimental
AF divided by the thermal Stark and Doppler contributions! of Hb ,
given by the solid lines, and calculated AF’s for several amplitud
and frequencies of the oscillatory electric field. The oscillatory fie
amplitudes are 7 kV/cm~dashed lines!, 14.5 kV/cm~dotted lines!,
and 20 kV/cm~dash-dotted lines!. The fluctuation frequencies ar
~a! 331010 Hz, ~b! 131011 Hz, ~c! 331011 Hz, and~d! 631011

Hz.
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FIG. 9. The experimental nonthermal AF~i.e., the experimenta
AF divided by the thermal Stark and Doppler contributions! of Ha ,
given by the solid lines, and calculated AF’s for several amplitu
and frequencies of the oscillatory electric field. The oscillatory fi
amplitudes are 7 kV/cm~dashed lines!, 14.5 kV/cm~dotted lines!,
and 20 kV/cm ~dash-dotted lines!. The fluctuation frequen-
cies are~a! 331010 Hz, ~b! 131011 Hz, ~c! 331011 Hz, and~d!
631011 Hz.
Figs. 9~a! and 9~b!, respectively# the C̄(t)’s for E0514.5
kV/cm increase at the intermediate times and decay m

slowly than the experimentalC̃(t). The C(t)’s obtained by
averaging over various frequencies in this low-frequen
range~but over fields with the same amplitude! will not de-
cay as fast asC̄(t), since allC̄(t)’s at these frequencies hav
almost the same phase, and decay more slowly thanC̄(t).
Averaging over various field amplitudes at a given frequen
in this low-frequency range will also not produce a decay
fast as the experimental one at the intermediate times. As
be seen from Figs. 9~a! and 9~b!, even theC̄(t)’s produced
by a field amplitude of 20 kV/cm@which is much too high, as
can be seen from the calculations for Hb ~Fig. 8! and from
the results given in Sec. IV B# decay more slowly thanC̃(t).

In order for theC̄(t)’s of Ha produced by a field with an
amplitudeE0514.5 kV/cm to decay similar to the exper
mental C̃(t) for both shortand intermediate times, a fre
quency as high asV5 331011 Hz is required. ForV56
31011 Hz, a field with an amplitude of'18 kV/cm ~again,
quite close to the results obtained in Sec. IV B! is needed to
match the experimental AF. To conclude, this analysis sho
that the typical electric field in the plasma has an amplitu
of 8–18 kV/cm~obtained from Ha and Hb), and a fluctua-
tion frequency of (3 – 6)31011 ~obtained from Ha). The
field amplitude obtained here is in good agreement with t
obtained in Sec. IV B.

We have also examined the possibility of the presence
both low- (V,1011 Hz! and high-frequency (V.331011

Hz! fields in the plasma. If both fields are stochastically
dependent, the net AF decay would be given by the prod
of the individual AF’s~this is in fact true under more gener
circumstances@38#!. The low-frequency field has little effec
on the Ha profile, as discussed above, and, therefore, a h
frequency field of at least 13 kV/cm is required in order f
the calculatedC(t) to match the experimental one. Addin
low-frequency fields of various amplitudes to this hig
frequency field and comparing the Hb , C(t)’s show that the
low-frequency field cannot exceed 5 kV/cm. This value
also in agreement with the difference between the maxi
and minimal values of the electric field determined in S
IV B.

We note that, in principle, it is possible that fields mu
different from the typical field exist in the plasma. Howeve
as shown here, most of the field distribution should be cl
to the typical parameters determined here, in order for
calculated AF’s to fit the experimental ones.

V. DISCUSSION

The high-frequency nonthermal~turbulent! electric fields
observed in the POS plasma have a typical frequency c
to vpe and above the electron cyclotron frequency (Vce),
that is< 1011 Hz in our experiment. The fields cannot resu
from current-driven magnetized modes since the magn
field in our plasma is not strong enough for such modes
grow. The reason for this is that they are stabilized by
quasilinear effects, even though the current flow velocity
ceeds the threshold for their excitation@39,40#. The condi-
tion for the magnetized modes to become significant isVce
.vpe, which for our experiment,ne.131014 cm23, re-
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quiresB.33104 G, while the maximum value of the mag
netic field is 104 G.

A plausible explanation of the high-frequency fluctuatio
is the presence of Langmuir potential waves, which are fu
electron modes in the sense that they do not interact with
ions. Therefore, any scenario of the Langmuir waves~except
for nonlinear mechanisms! includes fast electrons as a sour
for their excitation@40,41#. The beam-plasma interaction th
causes the resonant excitation of the Langmuir waves sh
fulfill the Cherenkov resonance condition

v5k•V, ~13!

wherev is the wave frequency,k is the wave vector, andV
is the electron velocity. This condition can be readily sa
fied in the case of fast electrons with a velocityVf that con-
siderably exceeds the thermal velocityVTe .

The basic scenario for the generation of such fast e
trons is the formation of a voltage drop as a result o
current-driven instability. This potential drop accelera
some fraction of the plasma electrons which, in turn, exc
the plasma waves observed in our experiment. In princi
current-driven instability may result in both the formation
an electrostatic sheath and/or turbulent~anomalous! resistiv-
ity. A sheath may be formed near the cathode as a resu
the current-driven Buneman instability in its nonlinear sta
that follows the pure EMHD~conduction! phase@42,43#. The
condition for the excitation of this hydrodynamical two
stream instability is that the current flow velocity is high
than the electron thermal velocity, i.e.,j .neeVTe , which
probably occurs in our experiment. There are experime
@44,19# and theoretical@45,46# arguments that such a shea
is indeed formed in the POS. Although such a sheath,
follows EMHD dynamics, is not expected to cover the ent
cathode surface at any instant, and although the electron
across the sheath may be suppressed due to magnetiz
@43,47#, the leakage of electrons accelerated through
sheath may be sufficient to provide the observed leve
Langmuir oscillations@48#. Unlike ion-acoustic waves, th
damping rate of the Langmuir waves~see, e.g., Refs
@39,40#! is rather small ifkrD,1, wherer D is the Debye
radius ~this condition is just equivalent toVf. VTe). As a
result, the free path length of Langmuir quanta~plasmons! is
high enough to provide the filling of the whole POS gap
the high-frequency waves@48#, despite a wave generatio
that is localized in space. Let us note that any sheath loc
close to the anode~that does appear within the frame of som
theoretical models@11,46#! will not cause the injection of
fast electrons in the plasma.

Another possibility to produce the fast electrons is a vo
age drop due to an anomalous resistivity@48,49#. It is impor-
tant to note that, sinceVce,vpe, ion-acoustic waves appea
to be the only mechanism for giving rise to both anomalo
resistivity and plasma turbulent heating~magnetized modes
are not efficient in producing these two effects!. The ion-
acoustic turbulent scenario results from the fact that in
case the effective collisional frequency depends on the
ticle velocity similar to the Lorentz plasmas:neff}v23

@48,50#. The turbulent resistivity forms a voltage drop
which the plasma electrons are accelerated. Since the e
tive collisions cannot provide an efficient friction to slo
y
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down the faster electrons, runaway of electrons occurs
fact, within the frame of the quasilinear theory, no
Maxwellian particle distributions may be formed@41,48#. Al-
though in a regime of anomalous resistivity the fraction
the runaway electrons out of the total number of electron
small, and the beam current is small compared to the
current, the runaway electrons can efficiently excite
Langmuir waves.

We now examine the possible effects of the turbulence
the magnetic-field and current distributions in the POS. W
first note that the temporal behavior of the linewidths, sho
in Fig. 4, resembles the time dependence of the current c
ducted through the POS@ I pos in Fig. 2~a!#. It was shown in
Sec. III that the lines are broadened by the turbulent elec
fields. Although the measurements are integrated along
axial line of sight, the increase in the widths result from t
increase in time of the field amplitude and not from the s
tial widening of the turbulent region. This is concluded fro
the fact that the electron temperature increases significa
in the regions where the current is conducted, and the l
emitted from these regions dominates the hydrogen line p
files. The increase in the field amplitude during the pu
probably results from the increase of the energy of the e
trons which excite the waves. In what follow we would u
the peak electric field determined in Sec. IV in order to o
tain an upper bound on its influence on the magnetic-fi
distribution.

The time-dependent, three-dimensionally resolv
magnetic-field distribution in our experiment was measu
from Zeeman splitting@20#, and inferred from ion velocities
@19#. The results show that the magnetic field penetrates
plasma at a velocity of'108 cm/s, which is almost three
orders of magnitude higher than the collisional diffusion v
locity. The magnetic-field evolution was explained by
analytical EMHD model@20#. It was also found that att
*40 ns most of the current flows in a channel of width*2
cm ~significantly larger than the experimental spatial reso
tion that is &1 cm!. The observed width is two orders o
magnitude larger than the classical skin depth, based on
Spitzer resistivity, which is the width expected from th
EMHD model. The Langmuir waves found here cannot co
tribute to anomalous resistivity since they cannot satisfy
Cherenkov resonance condition with ions. To transfer m
mentum to ions efficiently, the typical phase velocity has
be comparable to the ion velocity, i.e.,v/k<VTi in accor-
dance with Eq.~13!, which is not fulfilled for Langmuir
waves for whichv/k.VTe . Therefore, the Langmuir wave
cannot be responsible for either the fast field penetration
for the broad current channel observed in our experimen

Let us estimate the magnetic-field penetration veloc
and the width of the current channel if some level of t
low-frequency~ion-acoustic! waves had been excited in th
plasma. Although the Ha and Hb Stark broadening is domi
nated by high-frequency oscillations, some level of lo
frequency electric fields, which is lower than that caused
the Langmuir waves, can be present. The effective co
sional frequencynei eff , resulting from the ion-acoustic tur
bulence, may be roughly approximated by@51,52#

nei eff.vpe

^E2&
8pneTe

. ~14!
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The diffusion frequencyyD of the magnetic-field penetra
tion can be estimated using:

nD5
nee

2

m
h5

nee
2

m

4pL2

c2tD

5S vpeL

c D 2 1

tD
, ~15!

whereL is the plasma length andtD is the diffusion time.
Using Eqs.~14! and~15!, the diffusion time can be expresse
as

tD5S vpeL

c D 2 8pneTe

vpê E2&
. ~16!

In our experiment,ne51014 cm23, L54 cm, andTe510 eV
~determined as a lower limit for the electron energy dur
the POS operation@19#!. An electric fieldE55 kV/cm, de-
termined in Sec. IV D as the upper limit for the low
frequency field, gives an anomalous collision frequency
nei eff543109, and a diffusion time of.1.5 ms. With the
same parameters we find that an ion-acoustic turbulence
ducing an electric field of.30 kV/cm is required in order to
explain the magnetic-field penetration observed in the
periment.

The width of the current channel,dB , calculated by the
EMHD theory @51#, is given by

dB.
c2

4ps

avpi /c

VA
.a

nei eff

vpe

c

VAe
, ~17!

wherea is the typical space scale in the direction normal
the electrodes ands is the plasma conductivity. This width
can also be expressed asdB;a(nei eff /vBe). Inserting Eq.
~14! into Eq. ~17!, we obtain the width of the current chan
nel:

dB.a
c

VAe

^E2&LF

8pneTe
5a

vpe

vBe

^E2&LF

8pneTe
. ~18!

Taking E55 kV/cm, Te510 eV, and a typical scalea
52 cm, we obtain that the width of the current channel
d<0.1 cm. Therefore, these estimates suggest that the w
of the current channel observed in our experiment does
result from anomalous resistivity.

It is interesting to compare the upper limit here obtain
for the amplitude of the electric field produced by io
acoustic waves in the plasma, to those predicted in theo
cal treatments for the POS problem. In Ref.@7#, it was sug-
gested that the electric field is expected to saturate a
amplitudeE5TelD

21 , whereTe is the electron temperatur
~in eV! and lD is the Debye length. ForTe510 eV, one
obtains amplitude of 43 kV/cm. The treatment of Sudan a
Similon @53# takes into account quasilinear effects and p
dicts that the electric-field saturation amplitude would beE
5TelD

21(WVelD /v te
2 )1/35TelD

21(W/v teVe/vpe)
1/3 ~hereW

is the electron drift velocity,v te is the electron thermal ve
locity, Ve is the electron cyclotron frequency, andvpe is the
plasma frequency!. This treatment gives a smaller amplitud
E521 kV/cm for Te510 eV. The latter calculation of the
field amplitude requires an assumption on the electron d
velocity. For this estimate we have assumed the minim
velocity possible for our experiment~i.e., we assumed tha
f

ro-

x-

s
th
ot

d

ti-

an

d
-

ft
m

the current flows across the entire plasma! in order to obtain
a lower limit for the predicted field amplitudes. It is seen th
the upper limit inferred for our data~5 kV/cm! is signifi-
cantly lower than the lower limits predicted by these theor
ical treatments. This also strengthens the conclusion tha
ion-acoustic turbulence does not play a significant role in
POS.

VI. SUMMARY

Two methods, introduced in Ref.@18#, were applied to
investigate the amplitude and frequency of nonthermal e
tric fields in a high-current carrying plasma using the spec
line shapes of the Stark broadened Ha and Hb . The methods
use short- and intermediate-time behaviors of the Fou
transforms of the measured line profiles to obtain the am
tude and frequency of the electric fields. One method u
the short-time~quasistatic! behavior of the autocorrelation
function to determine the electric-field amplitude indepe
dently of its frequency. In principle, this method can also
used to determine the contributions of the Doppler effect a
of the particle electric fields to the line profiles~see the Ap-
pendix!. However, in our experiment these contributio
were determined from independent measurements@19#. After
subtracting them from the experimental line profiles, the t
hydrogen lines, analyzed with this method, gives a sim
field amplitude ~within the error bars!: A^E2&514.562.5
kV/cm.

In the other method, the typical amplitude and frequen
of the fields are determined by comparing the line expe
mental Fourier transform~from which the thermal contribu-
tions were subtracted! to the contribution of a single oscilla
tory field to the AF. The calculated results that fit best t
experimental AF’s are obtained with a field amplitude
.14 kV/cm ~in agreement with the value obtained by th
previous method! and with a frequency of (3 –6)31011 Hz,
close to the plasma electron frequencyvpe.631011 Hz.

The turbulent fields observed in this experiment are pr
ably Langmuir waves excited as a result of a self-consis
generation of fast electrons in the POS. These electrons
generated by a voltage drop resulting from current-driv
instabilities@39,40#, that either cause the formation of a cat
ode sheath or give rise to anomalous resistivity. Howev
spatially resolved measurements of the electric field
highly required in order to study the effect of the curre
distribution in the POS on the evolution of the instability.

Because of their high frequency, the Langmuir oscil
tions do not give rise to anomalous momentum transfer fr
the electrons to the ions. As a result they have a neglig
effect on the current distribution in the plasma, on the i
velocities, and consequently on the POS operation. Anal
of the line profiles also enabled us to obtain an upper li
for the amplitude of the low-frequency~ion acoustic! fluc-
tuations in the plasma, found to be less than predicted
theoretical studies@7,53#. We estimated the resultan
electron-ion collisionality due to these possible low
frequency waves and found it to be too low to cause
anomalous magnetic-field diffusion or the widening of t
current channel that were observed in the experim
@20,19#.
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APPENDIX

Consider a linei subjected to the linear Stark effect due
either a thermal or nonthermal electric field. For short tim
the AF, defined in Sec. IV, is correctly reproduced within t
quasistatic approximation, and expressed as a sum ove
Stark shifted components, i.e.,

Ci~ t !5 (
k50

Ni

Lk
i Ck~ t !, ~A1!

Ck~ t !5E dE W~E!cos~ksEt!, ~A2!

whereW(E) is the PDF of the electric field (E), x5sEt is
the linear Stark shift withs51.5(ea0 /\) (e is the electron
charge anda0 is the Bohr radius!, and Lk are numerical
coefficients satisfying(k50

Ni Lk
i 51. The AF’s for the Ha and

Hb lines are@54#:

Ca~ t !5E dE W~E!
1

14145
@549013872 cos~x!

1729 cos~2x!12304 cos~3x!11681~4x!

132 cos~5x!136 cos~6x!1cos~8x!#, ~A3!

Cb~ t !5E dE W~ E!
1

2508
@153 cos~2x!1912 cos~4x!

1669 cos~6x!1384 cos~8x!1373 cos~10x!

116 cos~12x!1cos~14x!#. ~A4!

Unlike the thermal case, where for high fieldsW(E)
}E25/2 @21#, W(E) is believed to have a Gaussian behav
in the nonthermal case@17,33#. However, in our analysis we
make no assumption about the precise form ofW(E). The
only requirement is thatW(E) drop fast enough for large
fields so that̂ E2&5*0

`dE W(E)E2 is finite. In that case, for
short enough times, cos(ax).12(a2x2/2), and hence

Ca~ t !5122s2t2^E2&,
~A5!

Cb~ t !512
62

3
s2t2^E2&.

Thus if the Doppler and the thermal Stark broadening can
neglected, i.e., ifW(E) is purely due to nonthermal electri
fields, then for short enough timesC(t) is quadratic in time.

We now turn to the case of both thermal and nontherm
Stark broadening, in which the resulting AF is a product
the AF’s of the two contributions. We assume that the P
of the thermal electric fields is given by the Holtsmark PD
@21,55#
.
.
,

,

the

r

e

l
f
F

WH~E!5
2E

pEH
2 E0

`

xe2x3/2
sinS x

E

EH
Ddx, ~A6!

where

EH52pS 4

15D
2/3

e(
i

~npZp
3/2!2/3 ~A7!

is the Holtsmark Field, i.e., the field at the mean ion-i
distance (np andZp being the perturber density and charg
respectively!. This is a very good approximation for ou
plasma parameters (ne.131014 cm23 andTH.Te52 eV!,
resulting in less than a 10% difference from more exact c
culations@56#, and a much smaller difference in the stron
field region~i.e., not near the line center! that is particularly
important for our purposes. This approximation is conv
nient since the Holtsmark PDF gives analytic results forC(t)
@28#.

By substituting z sin(zx)52@dcos(zx)/dx# in Eq. ~A2!
with z5E/EH , integrating by parts overx and noting that
the E-integral produces twod functions, we obtain the ther
mal contribution:

Ck~ t !5E
0

`

cos~akE!WH~E!dE

5e2~akEH!3/2
@12 3

2 ~akEH!3/2#, ~A8!

whereak5skt.
For the evaluation of the nonthermal AF, letP(E) denote

the probability density for an electric fieldE to which the
emitter is subjected. Assuming an isotropicP(E)
5W(E)/4pE2, one can show that

Ck~ t !5E
0

`

W~E!cos~akE!dE

5E d3EP~E!eiak–E1 i E d3EP~E!ak–Eeiak–E.

~A9!

In the case of two isotropic and independent PDF’s, labe
a andb, the total PDF is the convolution of the two PDF’

P~E!5E d3E1Pa~E1!Pb~E2E1!. ~A10!

Using Eqs.~A9! and ~A10!, and the convolution theorem
one obtains:

Ck~ t !5Ck,aE d3E1Pb~E1!eiak–E11E d3E1Pa~E1!eiak–E1

3FCk,b2E d3E2Pb~E2!eiak–E2G . ~A11!

In our casea and b denote the nonthermal and therm
PDF’s, respectively. It is known@21# for the thermal PDF
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that *d3E Pb(E1)eiak–E5e2āk
3/2

where āk5akEH . Using
Ck,b evaluated in Eq.~A8!, we thus obtain

Ck~ t !5e2āk
3/2FCk,a2 3

2 āk
3/2E d3E1Pa~E1!eiak–E1G .

~A12!

For ak→0 the integral approaches 12(ak
2/6)^E2&

1O(ak
4), where^E2& is the average ofE2 over the nonther-

mal PDF. The result is that, ast→0,
a

ul

,

u

yk

n,
er

R

d

n

Ck~ t !→12
5

2
āk

3/22^E2&
ak

2

2
12āk

31O~ āk
7/2!. ~A13!

Multiplying the thermal and nonthermal AF’s expande
according to Eq.~A1!, using the nonthermal AF expansion
a way similar to that used in obtaining Eq.~A5!, and using
the thermal AF from the Taylor expansion of Eq.~A8! for
each term, yields
Ca~ t !Cb~ t !5(
m

LmS 12^E2&
am

2

2
1¯ D(

k
LkS 12

5

2
āk

3/212āk
31¯ D

5(
k,m

LkLmS 12
5

2
āk

3/22^E2&
am

2

2
12āk

31¯ D
512(

k
LkS 5

2
āk

3/212āk
3D2(

m
Lm^E2&

am
2

2
1•••5C~ t !, ~A14!
in-
im-
es

lly
ified

t-
ted

e
.
ike
lue
where C(t) is the sum over theCk(t)’s obtained in Eq.
~A13!. Thus, the total Stark AF is the product of the therm
and nonthermal AF’s.

For short times, the Doppler contribution results in m
tiplying the StarkC(t) by a term quadratic in time. This
results in a total AF decaying in time:

C~ t !512(
k

LkF5

2
~ksEHt !3/21

t2

2 S k2s2^E2&1
kBTv0

2

Mc2 D
1O~ t3!G , ~A15!

whereM is the emitter mass,T is the Doppler temperature
v0 is the unperturbed frequency, andc is the speed of light.

At very short times there is also a linear-in-time contrib
l

-

-

tion to C(t) resulting from the impact contribution@21#. For
hydrogenic lines, the most important contribution to the l
ear term is the ion impact which dominates the electron
pact. However, the electron impact is applicable over tim
significantly longer than the ionic ones, which gradua
changes to a power-law decay. In our case we have ver
that over the times used to determine^E2&, both contribu-
tions are negligible compared to the quadratic term.

If the electric field in the plasma is directional, this trea
ment can also account for the polarization of the emit
spectra. Since the differentk’s in Eq. ~A15! are polarized
along the electric field~p components! or perpendicular to
the field ~s components!, summing over the appropriat
terms will yield theC(t) of light polarized in each direction
We also note that a similar treatment for non-hydrogen-l
ions that experience a quadratic Stark effect yields the va
of ^E4&.
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